A field experiment in Yokohama (Japan) revealed that a macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) linking space-mean flow, density and speed exists on a large urban area. It was observed that when the highly scattered plots of flow vs. density from individual fixed detectors were aggregated the scatter nearly disappeared and points grouped along a well defined curve. Despite these and other recent findings for the existence of well-defined MFDs for urban areas, these MFDs should not be universally expected. In this paper we investigate what are the properties that a network should satisfy, so that an MFD with low scatter exists. We show that the spatial distribution of vehicle density in the network is one of the key components that affect the scatter of an MFD and its shape. We also propose an analytical derivation of the spatial distribution of congestion that considers correlation between adjacent links. We investigate the scatter of an MFD in terms of errors in the probability density function of spatial link occupancy and errors of individual links' fundamental diagram (FD). Later, using real data from detectors for an urban arterial and a freeway network we validate the proposed derivations and we show that an MFD is not well defined in freeway networks as hysteresis effects are present. The datasets in this paper consist of flow and occupancy measures from 500 fixed sensors in the Yokohama downtown area in Japan and 600 loop detectors in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area Freeway network in Minnesota, USA.
Introduction
This paper is to search for the properties of the macroscopic modeling of traffic flow under congested conditions. The understanding of these properties should be the first step to macroscopic modeling-based alternative traffic management schemes, such as pricing and perimeter control to mitigate congestion and improve mobility in urban areas.
It has been recently proposed and tested in Daganzo (2007) and Daganzo (2007, 2008) , that traffic in large urban regions can be modeled dynamically at an aggregate level, if the neighborhoods are uniformly congested. The last two papers showed, using a micro-simulation of the San Francisco Business district and a field experiment in downtown Yokohama (Japan), (i) that urban neighborhoods approximately exhibit a ''macroscopic fundamental diagram'' (MFD) relating the number of vehicles (accumulation) in the neighborhood to the neighborhood's average speed (or flow) and (ii) there is a robust linear relation between the neighborhood's average flow and its total outflow (rate vehicles reach their destinations). The experiment used a combination of fixed detectors and floating vehicle probes as sensors. It was also observed that when the somewhat chaotic scatter-plots of speed vs. density from individual fixed detectors were aggregated for a 0191-2615/$ -see front matter Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.trb.2010.11.004 using real data from detectors for an urban arterial and a freeway network we validate the proposed derivations and we show that an MFD is not well defined in freeway networks as hysteresis effects are present.
The datasets in this paper consist of flow and occupancy measures from 500 fixed sensors in the Yokohama downtown area and 600 loop detectors in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area Freeway network (Minnesota, USA). Fig. 1 illustrates the test sites used in the paper.
Properties of a well-defined MFD
A macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) linking space-mean flow, density and speed has been observed in Yokohama, Japan through a field experiment . The relation between space-mean flows on the whole network and the trip completion rates was also explored there, but not how the spatial variability of link vehicle density affects the shape of the MFD or even its existence. In this section, we first explore the spatial distribution of individual detector occupancy for different times of day, which is a metric of the spatial distribution of vehicles in the network.
Occupancy distributions
The framework of an MFD was proposed under the assumption that congestion is evenly distributed, i.e. the homogeneity assumption of the MFD (Daganzo, 2007; Daganzo, 2007, 2008) . A well-defined MFD was observed in the last two references, but the homogeneity assumption was not deeply explored. In this section, we try to shed some light to this direction and develop a metric to test the range of the spatial heterogeneity of congestion for a well-defined MFD.
The data of a typical workday (12/14/2001) is chosen, which is consistent with the previous test in Yokohama. Our raw data is in form of volume and occupancy, which come directly from loop detectors and some obvious errors/malfunctions (e.g. data with occupancy over 100 or stay 0 for all times) are eliminated before analyzing the data. One can see from the time series plot of average network occupancy, O, for the study site of Fig. 1a , that the network is almost empty at the beginning of the day with average occupancy close to zero. There are two dense peak times during the day: morning peak and evening peak, when the average occupancy would reach as high as almost 50%.
Let us index the road lane section between two intersections as d, and let q d and o d donate the flow and occupancy measured by the detector during a time slice on this specific road lane section. It is known that the density k in the proximity of a detector can be given by
, where s is the effective vehicle length, which can be considered as a parameter of a specific network. The weighted average (using link lengths) of occupancy could be space-mean for the network if the detectors happen to be at representative locations within each link. This should happen automatically for flows on time slices large compared with a signal cycle because on this time scale link flows are roughly the same regardless of where they are measured within a link. But obviously, the same is not necessarily true for density. We continue our analysis using occupancy measures, as they are directly available.
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Let O be the average network occupancy in the proximity of all detectors during time interval t (comparable in size with one signal cycle), and Q be the average flow of all detectors during the same time interval (interval t is omitted from the notation for simplicity purposes). We have to note that Q and O in our analysis are unweighted averages, which may contradict the generalized definitions of network flow and density according to (Edie, 1963) , where weighted averages using the length of individual links are estimated. Actually, Geroliminis and Daganzo (2008) showed for the Yokohama test site, that both the weighted and unweighted averages produce a well-defined MFD with similar scatter. Thus, we focus our analysis in a simpler definition.
We now test the following conjecture: If the spatial distribution of link occupancy is the same for two different time intervals with the same average network occupancy then these two time intervals should have the same average flows, i.e. in an MFD plane these two are points close to each other. Mathematically speaking, if we estimate the probability density function d r (t), of all individual detectors' at a specific time t, in region r, and the average network flow and occupancy, Q(t) and O(t), a well-defined MFD exists in r when for all t 1 , t 2 we have:
To test the conjecture for a wide range of traffic conditions from uncongested to heavily congested, we choose an average occupancy of 15%, 25%, 35% and 45%. We look at all times during a day that O is close to these values, e.g. for O = 35% the time points that the dashed line intersects with the occupancy time series in Fig. 2 . For each average occupancy level, we collect five time intervals whose differences in O are less than 1% and we plot the histograms for each average occupancy group (shown in Fig. 3) . We discretize the full occupancy range from 0% to 100% in 23 groups; one group for empty links with zero occupancy and 22 groups of equal range. The value 22 is the maximum number of vehicles for a link N = k jam Á l, where the average link length and the jam density for the study site are estimated to be l = 154 m and k jam = 0.14 veh/m .
1 Using mid-block detector data Geroliminis and Daganzo (2008) found that the weighted and unweighted values of average network occupancy are similar for the city of Yokohama and that O s provides a decent approximation of the average network density (errors less than 15%).
It is very clear from these graphs that congestion is not evenly distributed. Some parts of the network are more congested than others. As more parts of the network become congested, the distribution of detector occupancy is shifted to the right. Note that the distributions of occupancy with similar average occupancy are similar although they come from different time intervals.
Statistical analysis
Some statistical tools are needed for our investigation into the property of the individual detector occupancy distributions. The two major statistical tests we are using in this paper are the Chi-square test and the Mann-Whitney U test. the frequency distribution of the events observed in a sample is approximately chi-square. The chi-square goodness-of-fit test is applied to binned data (i.e., data put into classes) and for each bin a metric for the difference between the frequencies of the two distributions is estimated. The sum across all bins is used to evaluate the similarity of the distributions.
Mann-Whitney U test is a non-parametric test used to see whether two samples are coming from the same distributions or not. The null hypothesis is that the two samples are from a single population and have equal probability distributions. This test is the same as performing a two-sample t-test after ranking over the samples. Samples are first ranked and a statistic U is calculated based the rank of observations from samples in the series. For large samples, U approximately follows normal distribution, thus, Z score can be calculated to obtain p-value from normal distribution.
The results are summarized in Table 1 . In Mann-Whitney test, two samples can be compared at one time. The null hypothesis of the test is that the two samples are drawn from a single population. For each average occupancy level, we choose two different time intervals whose difference in average occupancy is mild (neither the biggest nor the smallest in the group). All the tests give large p-values, which indicates that samples within one group are not significantly differently.
As there are five points in every group, a Mann-Whitney U test for each pair in the group is a tedious task. Instead, Chisquare test can take several populations into account simultaneously. In our settings, the null hypothesis of the test is that the distribution of the occupancy is the same at all times with the same average occupancy. The possible outcomes of a link have vehicles range from 0 to 22, i.e. there are 23 different outcomes. Thus, we can divide the total range of occupancy into 23 categories. Instead of probabilities, frequency of each group is used, as Chi-square test is designed for categorical variables that should take integer values.
From Table 1b we draw the same conclusion as we did with the Mann-Whitney U test. We showed that evenly-distributed congestion is not a necessary condition for a well-defined MFD and relaxed the homogeneity assumption first presented in Daganzo (2007) . Thus, we conclude that the occupancy distribution for different time intervals with similar average occupancy is similar in a well-defined MFD. This conclusion is still a little different from our initial conjecture, as there are some small errors within the distribution of each average occupancy group. The analysis of errors will be investigated in Section 4.
An interesting observation is that the variance of individual detector occupancy, which is a measurement of spatial inhomogeneity of the congestion level, has a well defined relationship with the average network occupancy, which expresses the average congestion level. Note that the variance for Yokohama is the same for the onset and offset of morning and evening peak if the average network occupancies are the same, i.e. periods with significantly different O-D tables. Thus, this observation supports our initial conjecture that a network exhibits a well-defined MFD if the spatial distribution of congestion is similar for times when average network occupancy is about the same. Fig. 4 illustrates the above relationship, by plotting the variance of individual detector occupancy vs. the average occupancy every 5 min for a whole day. The red 2 curve plots the same variables if it is assumed that all locations in the network have the same probability (equal to the average occupancy) to be occupied by a vehicle. This observation will be utilized in Section 3 to develop an analytical approximation for the spatial distribution of vehicles in a network with a well-defined MFD.
Does a well-defined MFD exist for freeway networks?
We now test the existence of a well-defined MFD for a freeway system that has different properties than an arterial network, e.g. merges instead of signals, different speeds, less route choices, etc. We choose a typical workday for the Twin Cities freeway network in Minnesota, where flow and occupancy data are available from a large number of loop detectors. We first plot the average network occupancy O, vs. average network flow Q, every 5 min for three consecutive days, May 22nd to 24th, 2007. Fig. 5a summarizes the results. A non well-defined MFD is noticeable. For the uncongested part we still cannot distinguish one day from the others. For the congested part, however, strong variations and hysteresis phenomena appear (i.e. the evolutions of traffic states follow different paths during the onset and offset of morning and evening peak). We further investigate the Aggregated Traffic Relationship (ATR) for the freeway network, by estimating the variance of individual detector occupancy for every 5 min. To enhance more in this direction, we estimate empirical histograms of individual detector occupancy for times of day with similar average network occupancy, O, shown in Fig. 6 (similar to Fig. 2 ). The figure also shows the values of Q and O for each time. Note how different the distributions are when flows are different. Compare for example the distributions at times 3:25 pm vs. 6:00 pm and 7:15am vs. 8:50am in Fig. 6c . These times represent the onset and offset of congestion in the evening and morning peak. Note also that the differences are significant for occupancy range O = 10-15% which is the critical value of occupancy (value for which flow is maximum) for most detectors. This observation provides a hint for an explanation of hysteresis, shown in Fig. 5b and c. For the same value of O, flow is lower when variance of detector occupancy, var [o] , is higher. The reason is that the distribution spreads away from the mean value and there are more detectors in the congested or uncongested regime, but less detectors in the critical occupancy range, which maximizes detector flows. Further investigation is needed to justify the reasons for this change in variance. A deeper analysis and explanation of the phenomenon will be presented in a follow-up publication (work in progress).
To verify the statistical significance of the above findings, we compare two different pairs using the Mann-Whitney statistical test; (i) two points with similar average network flows (large blue points in Fig. 5b ) and (ii) two points with different average network flows (large red points in Fig. 5b ). The p-value for the first test is 0.847 and we cannot conclude that the two samples come from different populations. In contrast to the first test, the p-value for the second test is very small (0.007); the test is significant even at a = 0.01 level. This means the two samples come from different distribution. These results show that freeway networks do not behave like arterial networks.
3. An analytical approximation for the spatial distribution of vehicles in an arterial network
We are interested in the distribution of vehicles over space, conditional on the total number of vehicles in the network, S. In other words, we would like to model the spatial distribution of link density at the network level. We now focus in the distribution of the number of cars in a link of the network. If we assume that (i) the number of vehicles in each link is uncorrelated with the number in all other links over the network and (ii) the probability that a randomly selected cell in the network contains a car is the same, then the number of vehicles in each link should follow a binomial distribution with parameter p. Parameter p should be equal to S/NL, where NL is the total number of network cells NL = k jam Â l Â L, and L is the total number of links. 3 We use the average occupancy as the success probability of the binomial parameter to test our occupancy distribution from the experiment. In general, if the random variable X follows the binomial distribution with parameters N and p, we define X $ B(N, p). The probability of getting exactly x successes in N trials is given by the probability mass function.
The number of trials for this experiment was estimated as the maximum number of vehicles that fit in one link, N = l Á k jam . As explained before, this leads to N = 22vhs and the probability of success equals to the average network occupancy, p = O. It is found out that none of the histograms in Fig. 3 follows a binomial distribution by applying a Chi-square test. This may be due to correlation between adjacent links, as when a downstream link becomes congested, the density of corresponding upstream links might be affected.
Further analysis of more data from the Yokohama experiment shows that the spatial distribution of occupancy does not follow a binomial distribution, as the spatial variance of occupancy is much higher than the one of a Binomial distribution with probability of success equal to the average occupancy, p = O. Fig. 4 shows the variance of individual detector occupancy as average network occupancy, O, changes for a whole day. The figure contains an estimation using real data for December 14, 2001 in downtown Yokohama and the estimated variance if a binomial distribution is assumed with p = O. Note the significant difference, especially as the level of congestion increases (variance 4-5 times higher).
In an arterial network, it is quite reasonable to assume that the immediate upstream link can be affected by a downstream link. Mathematically speaking, we assume that the probability of having a car in the cell of one link is correlated with the number of vehicles of its downstream link. Furthermore, in case there are some strong turning movements or ending point like parking ramps, the two links may be uncorrelated and the probability is equal to the a priori probability S/NL. We present here a model to estimate the spatial distribution of car density by introducing the necessary notation.
As mentioned above, the main reason of this difference with the binomial assumption is that traffic congestion in a link has some correlation with successive links, while a binomial distribution assumes zero correlation from one link to another. To capture this type of spatial correlation and congestion propagation from one link to another we introduce a probability mixture model.
Consider K + 1 successive links in an arterial network and X k is a random variable denoting the number of vehicles in link k = 0, 1, . . . , K (zero represents the most upstream link and K the most downstream). Then, it is assumed that X k follows a binomial distribution with probability of success p k ¼ , where x kÀ1 is the number of vehicles in link k À 1
Using the law of total expectation for the unconditional probability Pr(X k = x k ) we get
Eq. (3) provides the probability density function (pdf) of X k if X 0 is known. It is not difficult to prove (tedious, but straightforward) that the limit pdf of X k as k ? 1 if X 0 $ B(N, p), is taking values 0 or N with
Fig . 7 shows the probability density function of X k for k = 1, 2, . . . , 10 for p ¼ 7 22
. Given that an arterial network is two-dimensional, each link has more than one successive links and receives flow usually from 1 to 3 links depending on the topology of the network. To define which is the kth link in the network one can use a trajectory that travels and visits all links in the network only once. There are many different ways to do this, i.e. moving randomly or moving first north to south and then east to west, etc. Because of different turning percentages in each link there is some probability that correlation between link k and k À 1 is much smaller than the one described by the model in Eq. (3).
For this reason we add one more parameter to the model; this is probability p, that links k and k À 1 are independent and
One should expect that probability p should be higher for uncongested conditions (less spatial correlation), as trip generation or turning movements can significantly affect the number of vehicles in low density links. In congested networks, one expects that the aforementioned effects are less intense, as links contain a large number of vehicles. Real data can provide additional insights in this direction and p values can be estimated based on observation.Nhe Yokohama data do not allow to perform this investigation because (as explained in Geroliminis and Daganzo (2008) ) the loop detector locations are not assigned to a digital map and there is no information which detectors are close to each other. For this reason, a statistical estimation of p value will be performed here.
To estimate now the spatial distribution of cars in the network we need to know what is the probability that a specific link is of type X k , i.e. is correlated with k À 1 upstream links. This is not difficult to estimate given the modification described above. For a specific link in the network there is probability 1 À p that this link is correlated with the previous one and probability p that it is of type X 0 . Thus, the type of link follows a geometric distribution with probability of success 1 À p, i.e. the number of failures until the first success.
Thus, using a mixture of Eqs. (3) and (5) we can estimate which is the spatial probability density function of link occupancy. , respectively. Parameter p has been calibrated to maximize goodness of fit (minimum average square error). Table 2 summarizes the results of the analysis. It also contains the average speed in the network, v, to illustrate the level of congestion. Note that the theoretical model developed here provides a much better fit than the binomial distribution and a good estimator of spatial variance of link occupancy, especially when the network becomes congested. Table 2b contains the results of the statistical analysis to compare the empirical distribution vs. the proposed model (T) and the binomial distribution. Two commonly used tests were performed to identify, if the proposed model and the empirical data are drawn from the same distribution: (i) a Chi-square test (as in Section 2) and (ii) a Smirnoff-Kolmogorov test. This test estimates the maximum vertical distance between the under consideration cumulative distribution functions, D, and compares it with a threshold value, D cr , which depends on the number of data points and a level of significance, a. Both tests conclude that the proposed model (T) is not significantly different than the empirical data, while the binomial model is rejected. Values for D, D cr of the Smirnoff-Kolmogorov test and p-value of the Chi-square test are summarized in Table 2b .
Analysis of errors for a macroscopic fundamental diagram
This section provides an approximate estimation of the variance of the macroscopic fundamental diagram in terms of Q(O), where O is the average occupancy of all M detectors in the network during time interval t (comparable in size with one signal cycle), and Q is the average flow of all detectors during the same time interval (interval t is omitted from the notation for simplicity purposes). Variables Q and O in our analysis are unweighted averages. If we follow Edie's definition, the approach should be similar with the one we present here, but much more tedious.
Let us repeat the notation of a previous section; QðOÞ ffi
wherepðo i Þ is the discrete version of the continuous probability density function p(o) andqðo i Þ is the average flow of all detectors in occupancy group i, i = 0, 1, . . . , N.
We now investigate the variance of Q(O). Note that this error/variance can be high (even higher than the individual detector errors) if there is some type of significant correlation (not random errors) between some of the aforementioned variables. 
The estimation of the variance of the product of two random variables is not an easy task in statistical analysis. But, if these two variables are independent, the variance has a closed form expression (Goodman, 1960) ,
For physical reasons, there seems no dependence between variablespðo i Þ andqðo i Þ. One variable expresses the fraction of links/detectors with occupancy close to o i while the other describes the average flow of the same group of links/detectors. For simplicity, we use p i for E½pðo i Þ and q i for E½qðo i Þ. Combining Eqs. (7) and (8) we get
Also, if e q (o i ) is the random error of the flow for all detectors for occupancy group i (close to o i ), using the central limit theorem, a good approximation for the variance of their averageqðo i Þ is V½e q ðo i Þ ffi
(this is the average of approximately M p i detectors). After some manipulations Eq. (9) becomes V½Q ðOÞ ffi
We now apply Eqs. (6)- (10) to estimate the variance of the macroscopic fundamental diagram for the site of Yokohama. Although some of the assumptions of this section may not be met in the real network, the application still illustrates how the method may work in a real-world application, where the input data include some error.
Firstly, Fig. 9a and b summarizes the estimated mean and variance ofpðo i Þ for different occupancy groups o i for i = 0, . . . , N for network average occupancy o = 15%, 25%, 35% and 45%. Note that the variance of the probability density function V½epðo i Þ, is maximum for the occupancy group which is very close to the mode (the most frequent value) ofpðo i Þ; for example group #6 for O = 35%.
Secondly, Fig. 9c shows the coefficient of variation, CoV, (dimensionless quantity: standard deviation divided by the mean) of individual detector flow for different values of occupancies. Note that the CoV is almost constant at the value of 0.2, for o > 5%. This is an interesting finding because by assuming that flow's CoV is constant, one can derive a relationship between the level of spatial heterogeneity (as this expressed by the variance and mean ofpðo i Þ) and the variance of an MFD. This relationship can provide useful hints about the type of cities that exhibit a well-defined MFD. We did not categorize the CoV for different network occupancy O levels, as we do not expect that this complication could improve the estimation and has no physical explanation (individual links are expected to produce similar q vs. o pairs independent of the aggregated level Average error (%) Fig. 10 also summarizes the estimated variance. Our simplified theoretical approach describes well the variance increase as the level of congestion increases. Note that the CoV of the MFD is about 3-4%. This value is 5-6 times smaller than the CoV of an individual link, but much higher than it would have been estimated if the central limit theorem was applied for M = 500 detectors.
Discussion
We have studied how the spatial variability of vehicle density can affect the shape, the scatter and the existence of a welldefined macroscopic fundamental diagram. Most studies until now have looked at macroscopic relationships between the average flow and density, but did not explore the effect of inhomogeneous distribution of vehicles in space and time. The results of this paper show a sufficient condition for the existence of an MFD with low scatter. This condition states that if the spatial distribution of link density is the same for two different time intervals with the same number of vehicles in the network, then these two time intervals should have the same average flows. While MFDs should be expected for arterial networks that satisfy the above condition, freeway networks have topological or control characteristics that are different (non-redundant, no traffic signals, hysteresis phenomena) and may not be well defined as we showed for the Twin Cities freeway network. Work in progress further analyses freeway data and investigates the main reasons of high scatter in Aggregated Traffic Relationships.
In Section 3 of the paper we derived an analytical approximation of the spatial distribution of vehicles in the network, which considered correlation between adjacent links by using a probability mixture model. We also showed that the variability of vehicles in an arterial network is much higher than the one assuming a random distribution of vehicles. In Section 4 we defined upper bounds for the errors of an MFD based on the errors of individual link FDs and errors in the probability density function of link occupancy.
While the results of this paper provide a clearer understanding of macroscopic modeling of traffic in cities, additional research is needed in different types of networks to understand how variations in the topology/structure of the network can affect the shape and scatter of an ATR or MFD. A proper parameterization and description of heterogeneity that would yield good estimates of macroscopic representation of the network is of critical importance. Several questions related to this issue should be addressed: (a) How a heterogeneous urban network can be partitioned in neighborhoods with well-defined MFDs? (b) Should this partitioning be time-dependent? (c) How are the traffic dynamics of multi-partition systems? (d) How can we control inter-transfers between successive neighborhoods to increase cities' mobility and accessibility measures? and (e) how to allocate/locate available sensing resources between different types of sensors (fixed, mobile, etc.) to maximize system observability at the city level?
